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A simplified proof and generalizations are given for the following remarkable 
theorem of J. L. Krivine: Let (x,) be a sequence in a Banach space with infinite- 
dimensional linear span. Then either there is a 1 < p < co so that 1” is block 
finitely represented in (x,) or cr, is block finitely represented in some permutation 
of (4. 
Let 1 <p < cc and (xi) a sequence of elements of some Banach space. 
We say that lp (resp. c,,) is block finitely represented in (a+) if 1 <p < 0~) 
(resp. p = co) and for every E > 0 and positive integer 71, there are n finite 
subsets FI ,..., F,, of the positive integers N with maxF, < minFi,, for all 
1 < i < rz - 1 and elements b, ,..., b, with b, in the linear span of {xi : j E Fi} 
for all i so that for all scalars cr ,..., c, , 
(1 - c> (1 I ci lqp < /I c 4Ji (1 < (1 + e> (c I ci typ 
(where (C 1 c, la)l/p = sup 1 c, /, if p = cc). 
Our main object is to give a proof of the theorem of Krivine stated in the 
Abstract. We proceed at a leisurely pace, first proving the special case, where 
(x~) is equivalent to the usual @basis in section 2 (see Theorem 2.4), then ob- 
taining the general case in Section 3. We feel that the intuitions and ideas involved 
are best understood by first going through special cases. The reader who wishes 
to pass directly to the main result may just read Section 2 through Theorem 2.1 
and then go to Theorem 3.3. We note in passing that Krivine’s theorem yields 
a new proof of the famous Dvoretzky theorem [4] that Z2 is finitely represented 
in every infinite-dimensional Banach space, in view of the classical result that Z2 
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is isometric to a subspace of Lp for all 1 <p < co. (Using the methods of 
Brunel and Sucheston and other analytical ideas, Tzafriri gave an earlier proof 
that some isomorph of Z2 is finitely represented in every infinite-dimensional 
Banach space. See [15] and also [13].) 
In addition to conceptualizing and simplifying Krivine’s argument, we obtain 
new information concerning the set of p’s for which 1” is block finitely re- 
presented in certain sequences. In fact, Theorem 3.3 is equivalent to the following 
THEOREM. Let (e,) be a subsymmetric unconditional basis for a Banach space E 
such that c, is not$nitely represented in E. For each II define s, by I/ x,“=,ei I/ = nllsn. 
Let a = lim s and /3 = &,,, s, . -n-cc 12 Then 19 is block $nitely represented in 
(ej) for every 01 <p < p. 
(We refer the reader to [9] for undefined terms. “Subsymmetric” means 
“equivalent to a spreading” in the terminology introduced in Section 1.) 
In Section 2, we introduce the new concept of a p-p stretching basis. We show 
in Theorem 2.1 that a sybsymmetric unconditional p-p stretching basis is 
equivalent to the usual Zp basis for any 1 < p < co and integer p > 1; while an 
isometrically subsymmetric lattice p-ol and p--/I stretching basis is isometrically 
equivalent to the usual Zp basis for any 1 < p < CQ and relatively prime integers 
a and p. (A result of M. Zippin on perfectly homogeneous bases follows naturally 
from Theorem 2.1(a); see the remark following the proof of Theorem 2.1.) 
The strategy of our proof of Krivine’s theorem is then to find blocks of a general 
basis which converge to a p-p stretching basis. An explicit procedure for 
accomplishing this in certain special cases is given in Remark 4 following 
Theorem 3.2. 
Our results are organized in the following manner: Section 1 consists of 
definitions and the recall of preliminary facts, including the important result 
of Brunel and Sucheston that some unconditional subsymmetric basic sequence 
is block finitely represented in every sequence with infinite-dimensional span. 
Krivine’s lattice improvement is given as Theorem 1.4. We also introduce a 
compactness principle in Proposition 1.2. (We do not use ultraproducts here; 
we use ultrafilters rather than subsequences only as a matter of convenience.) 
The contents of Section 2 have been previously mentioned, except for Krivine’s 
important idea of “planting” a spreading basis on any linearly ordered set. 
This is introduced just prior to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 3.2 gives an explicit method for obtaining the block finite repre- 
sentability of 1~ in lattice spreading bases (eJ for which 11 zy=“=, ei 11 behaves like 
nflp together with (possibly unnecessary ?) assumptions concerning the lattice 
“type and cotype” of the basis. Theorem 3.3 yields the result stated in the 
Abstract while Theorem 3.4 gives an equivalent purely finite-dimensional 
reformulation. We conclude with Corollary 3.5, which shows that every infinite- 
dimensional Banach space contains an infinite-dimensional subspace X for 
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which one can always choose the same p for the block finite representability of ZP 
in every nontrivial sequence in X. This provides a kind of substitute for the false 
stronger assertion that every Banach space contains a subspace isomorphic to 
some Zp or cs (see [5, 141). 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY FACTS 
Let (xj) and (yj) b e nonzero sequence (finite or infinite) in Banach spaces X 
and Y, respectively, and 1 < K < co. (We deal only with real Banach spaces.) 
We let [xi] denote the closed linear span of {xi : j = 1, 2,...}. (xj) and (yi) are 
K-equivalent if there is an invertible bounded linear map T: [x,] --t [yi] satis- 
fying Txj = yj for all j and I[ T/I 11 T-l 11 < K. (xj) and (yj) are equivalent 
provided they are K-equivalent for some K. (JJJ is said to be a sequence of 
&joint bZo& of (xj) if there exist finite subsetsF, , F, . . . . of the positive integers 
so that for all j; max Fi < min Fj.+l and yj E [xilipF9 . For (Xj), (yJ infinite, (y,) 
is said to be K-block$nitely represented in (xi) if for every n, there exist n disjoint 
blocks b, ,..., b, of (xj) so that (yj)y=i is K-equivalent to (bj)FCl . (yj) is block 
finitely represented in (Xj) if and only if (yj) is K-block finitely represented 
in (xj) for every K > 1. If (yj) is the usual basis of ZP or c,, , we say (as in the 
Introduction) that 2~ or cs is block finitely represented in (x3) if (yJ) is. 
(xj) is spreading (resp. exchangeable) provided (x1 ,..., x,) is l-equivalent to 
G%zl ,*.., xnz,) for every n and ml < m2 < ... < m, (resp. for every n and distinct 
integers m, ,..., m,). (xi) is subsymmetric if it is equivalent to a spreading 
sequence. 
(In the current literature spreading sequences are often called isometrically 
subsymmetric; exchangeable ones are often called isometrically symmetric.) 
(x3) is said to be unconditionaE (resp. lattice) provided (xj) is equivalent (resp. 
l-equivalent) to (e3xj) for every sequence (ej) with l 3 = &l for all j. It is well 
known and easily seen that every unconditional sequence is equivalent to a 
lattice sequence. 
The Banach space Y is said to be finitely represented in X if for every finite- 
dimensional subspace F of Y, and every E > 0, there exists a finite-dimensional 
subspace G of X and an invertible linear map T: F -+ G satisfying 11 T I[ I/ T-l 11 < 
1 + l . It is easily seen that if X = [x3] and Y = [yj], Y is finitely represented 
in X if (yj) is block finitely represented in (x,). 
We recall that (xj) is weak-Cauchy (resp. weakly null) provided lim,,, x*(x,) 
exists (resp. lirnnqm x*(x,) = 0) for every x* E X*, the dual of X. (xj) is 
normalized (resp. seminormalized) if 11 x, 11 = 1 for all j (resp. infj Ij Xj 11 > 0 
and supj 11 xi II < co). 
Sometimes we may just deal with a norm (1 . /I on the linear span of a sequence 
(xi) in some linear space 2. We then let ((Xi), // .]I) denote the sequence (Xj) in 
the completion of 2 under II . I/. 
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The following two propositions are elementary but basic; their proofs are 
left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Block finite representability is a transitive relation. That is, 
if (xi), (yi), and (z3) are sequences in Banach spaces X, Y, and 2, respectivelry, 
with (xi) bZock finitely represented in ( yi) and ( yJ) block Jinitely represented in (z?), 
then (xj) is block Jinitely represented in (2,). 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (a compactness principle). Let (e,) be an injinite linearly 
independent sequence in a linear space D, % a free ultrafilter on the set iof positve 
integers, (x3) a sequence in a Banach space X, (kj) an increasing sequence of positive 
integers and for each n, let bin,..., bz- be given disjoint blocks of (xi). 
Assume there are numbers 6 > 0 and K < 00 so that 
(a) 11 bin /I < Kfor all i and n, 
(b) ~~~~~1cib,“/~>Ssup~c~/forallnandscalarsc,,...,c,. 
Now for all m, scalars c, ,..., c, , dejne 
Then 11 . // is a norm on D so that ((e,), 11 . 11) is block finitely represented in (xi). 
If moreover (x,) is a lattice sequence, so is ((e?), I/ . 11). 
Remark. Define G((c3)) = lim I+“l c, for all convergent sequences (c,). Let F 
be a Hahn-Banach extension of G to all of P (the space of all bounded sequences). 
Then one could define 
and arrive at the same properties. (The lattice property is preserved because 
such an F satisfies F((c$) > 0 if c, 3 0 for alli.) In either case, one has that there 
exists an increasing sequence m(n) of positive integers such that for all cr ,..., c1 , 
the limit on the right converging in the usual sense. The assumptions (a) and (b) 
imply moreover that for each I, the limit exists uniformly over {(cr ,..., cr): 
supisi<r I ci I < l}. This shows that one could dispense entirely with either the 
ultrafilter a’, or the more general limit F, and just work with subsequences. 
We use @ simply as a matter of notational convenience; i.e., as an “excuse” for 
not passing to subsequences. 
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We next recall the following remarkable result of Brunel and Sucheston 
(see [2, 31): 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (xj) be a seminormalized sequence in a Banach space so 
that for some 6 > 0, /I x7=, cjxi 11 3 6 SUP 1 Cj I for all n and scalars cl ,..., C, . 
There exists a spreading sequence (e,) in some space E and a subsequence (ym) of 
(x,J so that for every k and E > 0, there is an N so that for any N < n, < 
n2 < ‘.. < nk , (e,$=, is (1 + c)-equivalent to (y$Sl . (In particular, (ej) is 
block finitely represented in (xi).) 
We shall call a spreading sequence (ei) a (Brunel-Sucheston) spreading model 
for a sequence (x3) provided there exists a subsequence (ym) of (xn) satisfying 
the conditions in the second sentence of 1.3. 
Our last result here constitutes the first step of Krivine’s construction. It is a 
fairly quick consequence of known results, mainly the one of Brunel and Suchesto 
mentioned above. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (xi) be a sequence in a Banach space with injnite-dimensional 
span. There exists a lattice spreading sequence (ej) which is block finitely represented 
in (xi). 
Proof. Choose an infinite normalized sequence (b,) of disjoint blocks of (xi) 
so that for some S > 0, II b, - b, /I > 6 for all n # m. If (bj) has no weak- 
Cauchy sequence, then (bj) has a subsequence (b,‘) equivalent to the usual I1 
basis [12]. By a result of James [q, Z1 is block finitely represented in any sequence 
equivalent to the usual F-basis, so in fact 1l is block finitely represented in (xi). 
The usual Ii basis is of course a lattice spreading sequence. 
Suppose (bj) has a weak-Cauchy sequence (b,‘). Then (b;, - b&-J:=, is a 
seminormalized weakly null sequence; let (u,) be a spreading model for this 
sequence in some space U. Then the arguments of Brunel and Sucheston yield 
that (u,) is unconditional (see [2, 31). Now if supn jl Cy=, u, jj < 00, it follows 
easily that (u&‘??r is equivalent to the usual co-basis. Again by James’ results, 
c,, is block finitely represented in (ui), hence also in (x,) by transitivity of finite 
representability. 
Suppose now that 
sup i ui = 
Ii II 
00 = lim 
n i=l n-m /I !il ui /I. 
(The last inequality follows easily from the unconditionality of the basis (Q.) 
Now fix n, put d,, = ]I Cy=, ui 11, and define bin ,..., bnn by 
bin = dG1 f (-l)iUj+n(i-r) 
j=l 
for all 1 < i < 71. (2) 
Since (Us) is unconditional, the bin’s satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2; 
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let (ej) be a linearly independent sequence in a space D, let @ be a free ultrafilter 
on N, and define [] . iI on D by 
We claim that ((ej), 11 . 11) is a lattice spreading sequence; this completes the 
proof by Propositions 1 and 2. 
The fact that (e,) is spreading is evident: for any n, k < n, and m1 < 
m2 < ... < m, <n, (bin,..., b,“) is l-equivalent to (bzl ,..., bgk) since (u,) is 
spreading; hence also (e, ,..., ek) is l-equivalent to (e,, ,..., e,3. 
The intuitive reason for the fact that (ej) is lattice is that for each n and i, 
-b,” “looks” almost like btn if one simply slides the basis (uj) one term over. 
Rigorously, we fix m, scalars cr ,..., c, , and or ,..., +, with ei = -&I all i. To 
show that (j C ciei )/ = 1) C E~C,Q I), it suffices to show that 
11 2 c,bin 11 - 11 5 q,b,” /i---f 0 as n + co. (4) 
i=l i=l 
Now fix n. Put xin = d;rz:,“=, (- 1)~ z++tn+ni for all i. Fix i. If Ed = -1, put 
yin = a,1 c,“r,’ - ( l)j uj+tn+rji ; if 6% = I, put yin = x,“. Then since (uj) is 
spreading, 
But we also have that 
II ~3~ - xj” II < Wn , where c = II ur I]. (6) 
Hence 
< max 1 Cj 1 f jJ Xi” - yjn 1) < rn?x J Cj ) F 
i 3=1 la 
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity, by (1). Thus by (5), (4) follows and the 
proof is terminated. 
2. BLOCK FINITE REPRESENTABILITY OF 2~ IN 
SEQUENCES EQUIVALENT TO THE USUAL ID-BASIS 
We first give a characterization of those lattice spreading sequences which are 
equivalent to the usual ZP-basis. It is convenient to work with the following 
(countably infinite-dimensional) subspace of the functions from the reals to 
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the reals: For each i, let e, = x[~,~+~) (where xA(t) = 1 if t E A; xA(t) = 0 if 
t $ A; [i, i + 1) denotes the half-open interval {t: i - 1 < t < i}. Now let D 
equal the linear span of (ei : i = 1,2,...}. For a function f: R + [w and a a non- 
zero real, f(. -a) denotes the translate off by a, i.e., x -+f (x - a) for all X; 
f ( ./u) denotes the a-stretch off; i.e., x -+ f (x/a) for all X; supp f = {x: f(x) # O}. 
For g: If4 -+ R another function, we use the notation supp f < supp g to mean 
that x < y for all x E supp f and y E supp g; if f, g E D, this is equivalent to 
sup supp f < inf supp g. 
DEFINITION. Let 11 . [I a norm on D. 11 . /j is said to be 
(i) Zutticeiflfl <lglimpliesl/fll <Ilgjlforallf,gED; 
(ii) spreading if for all positive integers a and f, g, h in D with supp f < 
supp g < supp h and supp f < supp g(. -a) < supp h, 
If +g + hll = Ilf +A. -4 + hll; 
(iii) p-p stretching for 1 < p < cc and p an integer with p > 1 if for all f, 
g, h in D with supp f < supp g < supp h and supp f < supp g(./p) < supp h, 
Ilf + g + h II = Ilf + p-“pg(./p) + h II. 
Remarks. 1. It is easily seen that /I . II is lattice (resp. spreading) if and only 
if ((eJ, 11 11) is a lattice sequence (resp. a spreading sequence.) In the definition 
of both “spreading” and “pp stretching”, it is enough to take g = xfiSi+r) for 
some i. In the “p-p stretching” case, one thus obtains the equality 
Ilf + P”pxri,i+l) + g II = Ilf + XL%P(ifl)) + g II9 (7) 
provided sup supp f < i and p(i + 1) < inf suppg. Of course in application, 
one applies the definition repeatedly to obtain information on the norm of a sum 
of finitely many disjointly supported functions. 
2. The definitions are motivated by the following considerations: Let 
II /I9 denote the usualln-norm on D. Thus ((e,), // 11,) is isometrically equivalent 
to the usual P-basis. The norm I/ . II9 has two natural properties: It is translation 
invariant and it is invariant under stretch; i.e., 11 g /ID = 1) p-llpg(./p)ll, for all g 
and positive integers p. The notion of “spreading” and “p-p stretching” simply 
captures this invariance, where on disjointly supported functions, one does the 
translation operation or stretching operation on one function and holds the 
others fixed. 
3. Let D denote the linear span of {x[~,~) : a < b, a, b real). One can give 
exactly the same definitions for a norm II . // on D as for D; except that in (ii), 
one allows arbitrary real a, while in (iii), one allows arbitrary positive p. Of course 
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the usuall*-norm 11 . IID in B satisfies the three properties: It is lattice, spreading, 
and p-p stretching for all p > 0. A variation of the argument to be given shortly, 
shows that conversly if a norm /I 11 on D is lattice, spreading ,and p-p stretching 
for all positive p, then it is a multiple of the usual D-norm. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let // . 11 be a lattice-spreading norm on D and 1 ,( p < co. 
(a) Let p be an integer larger than one and suppose /I . // is p-p stretching. 
Then 11 . jl is p 4/p-equivulent to the usual Lp-norm. 
(b) Let OL and /3 be relatively prime integers and suppose 11 j! is p-+x and 
p-/3 stretching. Then I/ /I is a multiple of the usual Lp-norm. 
Proof. We may and shall assume that I/ xlr,a) 11 = 1. We first note the 
following equality for any k and positive integers pr ,..., pk for which I/ 11 is 
p-pi stretching for all i: 
k 
CiX[z ,2+1) 
/I 
= II Xrl,l+l) /I* where 1 = c pi and ci = pi” for all x. 
i=l 
(8) 
Indeed, we use (7) and the spreading property repeatedly. Let jr , j2 ,... be 
positive integers so that pi(ji + 1) < pi+rji+r for all i. Then 
k 
l/9 
Pi X[i,i+l) 
II-/lx 
X[QJ‘,P((~(fl)) 
I! 
= II X[I,Z+I) Ii, 
i=l 
where the last equality follows by the spreading property of the norm. Next, 
we note that the set of positive integers y for which 11 II is p-r stretching forms a 
semigroup under multiplication. Thus in case (a), we have that Ij . // is p-pi 
stretching for every nonnegative integer j. Now fix k and let scalars cr ,..., ck 
be given. We claim that 
p-2’p (1 I c, Iyv G 11 c c,x[j,j+l) 11 < F (c I ci IP)liP. (9) 
Since the norm is spreading, we may assume that c, # 0 for all i. Since the norm 
is lattice, we may assume that ci > 0 for all i. By homogeneity, we may assume 
that 1 < ci for all i. Hence for each i, choose nj a nonnegative integer so that 
P 
nil9 < Ci < pp”. 
(10) 
Now let 1 = & pnh. Since the norm is lattice, and p-p”* stretching for all i, 
we have, applying (8), that 
II ~h.~+~) !I = C 9% II 
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Now choose j a nonnegative integer with pi < I < pj+l. Then since the norm 
is pj stretching, 
P j/ID = II x[pf,2~f) II 
= II X[l*d+l) II G II X[l.lfl) 11 (12) 
< P1’PP3’P = II x[pY+l*z.D’+‘) I/*
Equation (9) now follows from (IO)-(12). Indeed, pi < I <C tip by (10) 
and the definition of j, hence 
IF I (1 1 
l/P 
ciei L P < l’px[l,l+l) < pZ/PpjlP < p2’P c,p , 
by (IO)-(12). Again, pj > p-Y 3 p-“C QQ, by (lo), so 
III II (c 1 
l/Y 
c,e, > /I xr1,2+1) II 2 P”’ 2 Pm2'" Gp 9 
by (IO)-(12). 
To handle case (b), we require the following standard number-theoretic 
result : 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a and /3 be relatively prime integers, E > 0, and y a positive 
real. Then there exist positive integers n, m, n’, and m’ with 
CPp-m < y < o!ny--fia’ < (1 + C) CX”/V. (13) 
Proof. It suffices to show that {n log a-m log 8: n, m E N} is dense in the 
real line. Assume (as we may) that 01 < /3 and put 7 = (log or/log /I). Then 
0 < ‘T < 1 and -r is irrational (in fact this is guaranteed if CY and /3 have at least 
one distinct prime factor). It suffices to show that H 2 {nT--m: n, m E N} 
is dense in the real line. For the sake of completeness we give the proof of this 
standard exercise. Since 7 is irrational, H n (0, 1) is an infinite set. Moreover 
given any sequence (hi) of distinct elements of H n (0, 1) with hi = niT - mi 
for all i, n, + 00 and mi + co. It follows that for any h in H, hi - h is in H 
for all i sufficiently large. 
Now given E > 0, we have in view of the fact that H n (0, 1) has a cluster 
point, that there is an h in H with 0 < 1 h / < e/2. Since nh E H for all positive n, 
there is also as h’ in H with c/2 < 1 h’ I < E. Since it then follows that there are 
infinitely many h’s and h”s in H with 0 < I h I < 42 and 42 < 1 h’ 1 < E, 
there are hl and h, in H with 0 < h, < E and --E < h, < 0. Then {nh, , mh, : 
tr, m E N} is c-dense; thus H is dense. 
Proof of 2.1(b). Assume that I] - Ij is p-al and p-/3 stretching. By our initial 
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observations, /I . I/ is p-an,P stretching for all nonnegative integers n and m. 
Then it follows that 
II Xh,v+1) /j = yliP for all positive integers y. (14) 
Indeed, let E > 0 and choose n, m, n’, and m’ satisfying (13). Let M = 
max{m, m’}. Equations (13) and (7) imply 
II X[l,&M-m+l) II = @‘y+-)‘p 
G II x [l,~Mu+l) II = PM@ II x[l,,+l, 11 
< ,n'qyM-rn')/P < (1 + ,)1/P (.yL/Pp44/P~ 
Hence ~n/pfi-~/” < x[~,~+~) I/ < (I + •)~k~++~/~. But (13) implies that 
(&$“)llp < yllp and (anp--m)l/P > (1 + E)-~I*J~/P. Thus (1 + <)-l/P < y-‘lP 
II x[~.~+~) II < (1 + l , which proves (14). 
It now follows that 
if k is fixed and nonnegative integers n, , ml ,..., nk , mK are given with 
for all i, then (15) 
Indeed, let M = maxlGisk m, and put di = ciflMIP for all i. Then (8) and (14) 
imply that 11 z:,“=, d,e, II = ($=, &P)rIP, which of course gives (15). 
To prove the theorem, let E > 0 and let numbers cl ,..., ck be given. We shall 
show that 
(1 -t c>bl” (c I c, lp)“’ G /I c vi 11 < (1 + •)l/~ (1 I ci 1~)“‘. (16) 
As before, we may assume that the c,‘s are positive. By Lemma 2.2 and (15) 
we may choose positive numbers a, and b, so that alp < c,P < b,P < (1 + l )uZ” 
for all i with (2 a,p)tlp = /j C azez /I and (C biP)l/P = /I C b,ei /I. (16) now follows, 
completing the proof. 
Remark. Let 1 <p < co, p E N with p > 1, and 11 . /I a norm on D. Say 
that II . // is isomorphically p-p stretching if there is a K < 00 so that for any k > 1, 
nonnegative integers j, ,..., jk , and fl ,..., fk in D with supp fi < supp fi+l and 
sup fi( ./pjc) < supp fi+l( ./p’a+l) for all 1 < i < k - 1, 
(l/Q // i fi / G 11 f P-"'"fi('/Pi') /I G KI1 ilfi 11. 
2=1 2=1 
(We note that 1; I/ is isomorphically p-p stretching if the above holds for 
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fi = QX[~~,~,+~) for all i. Evidently if 11 - 11 is isomorphically p-p stretching and 
11 . I/’ is equivalent to I/ . 11, then 11 *11 ’ is also isomorphically p-p stretching. 
11 . 11 is p-p stretching iff II . 11 is isomorphically p-p stretching with K = 1). 
We define a linearly independent sequence (xi) in a Banach space B to be 
isomorphically p-p stretching if /I . jl is isomorphically p-p stretching, where 
11 C ~x[~,~+r) 11 = I] C cixi II for all k and scalars cr ,..., cle. Now the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 shows that zf (xi) is an unconditional subsymmetric isomorphically 
p-p stretching sequence in some Banach space, then (x3) is equivalent to the usual 
P-basis. Indeed, there exists a lattice spreading norm Ij * I[ on D with ((e,), II * 11) 
equivalent to (CC%), thus I[ . /I is isomorphically p-p stretching. Of course we can 
assume I/ xti,a) [I = 1. Now choosing K as above, the proof of (8) shows that 
for any k and nonnegative integers ni ,..., nk , we have 
(l/K) II Xh.z+1) II G 11 c Pn”2)Xri.i+l) /I < K II Xh.1+1) I/Y 
where I = cf, pnc. It then follows as in the proof of (9) that 
K-‘P-“~ (1 I ci lp)“’ < /I 1 ctei 11 < Kzpz/p (1 I ci 1~)~” 
for any scalars cr ,..., ck . 
A theorem of Zippin concerning perfectly homogeneous bases [16] follows 
naturally from the above reformulation of Theorem 2.1(a). Fix (xj) a sequence 
in some Banach space. Say that b is a constant coefficient block of (xi) if there 
exist a real c and numbers k < m so that b = cX~=~+, xj . Zippin’s theorem is 
as follows: Let (xj) be an in.nite nonzero sequence which is equivalent to any 
sequence (b3) consisting of normalized disjoint constant-coe@Gnt blocks of (xi). 
Then (xj) is equivalent to the usual co-basis or ID-basis for some 1 <p < 00. 
To deduce this from Theorem 2.1(a), one of course needs to follow the “soft” 
first few steps of Zippin’s argument. During this discussion, when a sequence 
(yi) is understood, let us call a sequence of disjoint constant coefficient blocks 
of (yJ a bZock sequence. Now for any sequence (ei) with Ej = fl for all j, 
(~~(x~/ll xi 11)) is equivalent to (xj); thus (xi) is seminormalized and unconditional. 
It follows that any seminormalized block sequence is also equivalent to (xj). 
In particular, for any increasing sequence (ni) of fV, (xn,> is equivalent to (xj). 
Hence (x3) is subsymmetric, so there exists a lattice spreading norm 11 . 11 on D 
with ((e,), jl . 11) equivalent to (xi). A standard “bounding” argument shows that 
there exists a K < co so that any normalized block sequence (with respect to 
((4, II . II)) is K2- e 9 uivalant to (e, , 11 . 11). Now letting 7(n) = /I ~[~,~+i) II for all 
n and fixing k, since the sequence (T-l(k)x[,r+l,jlc+l+~~)~=~ is a normalized block 
sequence, we obtain that for all n, 
or 
(l/K) II x[l,n+l) II G II ~-Wxr~lcn+l) II G K II x[l.n+l) II 
l/K T(k) T(n) < I < K T(k) I. 
580/28/2-5 
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A standard argument (see [3] and also [7, p. 261) using only the above inequalities 
and the fact that r(n) is nondecreasing with I < n for all n shows that there 
isal \(p<o~with 
(I/K)rW < I < K&p for all 71. 
(This is really the only “nonsoft” part of the proof.) 
Now if p = CO, the unconditionality of ((ej), Ij . 11) shows that it is equivalent to 
the usual c,,-basis. Finally, suppose 1 < p < CO. Then fixing p E N with p > 1, we 
claim that Ij . I/ is isomorphically p-p stretching. Indeed, fix k and let jr ,...,& be 
nonnegative integers. Now choose closed intervals Jr ,..., Jk with positive- 
integer-end points so that max Jz < min Ji+l for 1 < i < k - 1 and length 
Ji = pji for all 1 < i < k. Now setting b, = p-j:/pxJi for all i, we have that 
(l/K) < /I bi /I <K for all i. Since (b, ,..., bk) is a block sequence, this implies 
that for all scalars c1 ,..., cle ,
which in turn shows that II . II is “K2” isomorphically p-p stretching. Hence (xi) 
is equivalent to the usual P-base. 
Question. Let p > 1 be a positive integer, 1 < p < 00, and let I] . ]I be a 
lattice spreading p-p stretching norm on D. Is I/ * /I isometrically equivalent 
to the usual D-norm ? Assume 11 x[i,a) /I = 1; is I/ x[~,~+~) jl = yll” for all positive 
integers y ? 
In order to apply Theorem 2.1, we have need of the following useful concept. 
Let (W, <) be an infinite linearly ordered set, let {e, : w E w> be a linearly 
independent family of vectors in some linear space X, indexed by W, and let 
11 *11’ be a spreading norm on D. Assume (as we certainly may) that X equals 
the linear span of {e w : w E w>. Then there is a unique norm ]I . I] on X so 
that for all k, eu, < w2 < ... < wk in W, and scalars a, ,..., uk , II &, aje,,, 11 = 
I] & ajej I]‘. We call II . 11 the norm on X induced by II . jl’ 011 D. Now {et A 
be a nonempty subset of W, let X, equal the linear span of {e, : w E A}, and let 
r: A -+ W be a given map. We say 7 is admissible if for all 01, j3 in A with OL < /3, 
T(u.) < T(P). (It follows that r is a one-one order-preserving transformation 
between A and $A).) Then an admissible 7 induces a linear isometry T# between 
VA 9 II * II) and KM , 11 .I/) defined as follows: For any finite subset F of A 
and Scalars {U, : f EF), T#(&F +e,) = &F a&(t) . 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 1 <p < co and I/ * 11’ a lattice spreading norm on D which 
is equivalent to the usual Lp-norm; let p, 01, and /I be integers larger than one with 
OL and /I relatively prime. 
(a) There exists a lattice spreading p-p stretching norm II * /I on D so that 
((e,), 1) * II) is bZockJiniteZy represented in ((e,), II . II’). 
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(b) There exists a lattice spreading p-or andp-/I stretching norm Ij . 11 on D 
so that ((e,), 11 . 11) is blockfinitely represented in ((e,), Ij . II’). 
Of course (b) * (a). However the essence of the argument is revealed by the 
proof of (a). Moreover we wish to use the method of argument for (a) in Section 
3. Before passing to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we draw the immediate conclusion 
of Theorem 2.3 and our previous work. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 < p < co and (bj) be equivalent to the usual I”-basis. 
Then lp is block$nitely represented in (bj). 
Proof. Theorem 1.4 yields that there is a lattice spreading norm 11 *11’ on D 
with ((e,), 11 . 11’) block finitely represented in (bj). It follows that ((es), 11 . II’) is 
equivalent to the usual Ip-basis; that is, jl . II ’ is equivalent to the Lp-norm on D. 
Now let a and p be relatively prime integers and let 11 . II be a norm on D satisfying 
the conclusion of 2.3(b). Then by 2.1, ((e,), /I * 11) is isometrically equivalent 
to the usual Wbasis; hence the conclusion of 2.4 follows by the transitivity of 
block finite representability. 
Proof of 2.3(a). Let Q+ denote the set of pcsitive rationals, N, the set of 
positive integers as always, and let W = Q+ x N endowed with the lexico- 
graphic order; that is, for (Y, n) and (Y’, n’) in W, (I, n) < (Y’, n’) if Y < Y’ or 
Y = Y’ and tt < n’. Now let Ij .]I denote the norm induced on X = linear span 
{ew : w E W} by II * 11’ (as defined just before the statement of Theorem 2.3). 
Since II . 11’ is equivalent to the LP-norm, there exists a K < CO so that 
for any finite set F C W and scalars {af : f EF). 
Now let n be a positive integer and define a map T,, : D -+ X by 
T,g = n-l/p i P-~/P f g (A) elclp, i for all g ED. (17) 
i=l k-l P’ 
Note that for each i and g E D, g(k/pi) = 0 f or all but finitely many k. It follows 
easily from (16) that 
K-l llg llo < II T,g II G K Ilg IID for all g ED. 
Now let % be a free ultrafilter on the positive integers and 11 . II be defined on D 
by Ilg II = limn+m.nE~ 11 T,g 11 for all g E D. It follows from Proposition 1.2 and 
the definitions of W and T,, that [I * I\ is a lattice norm with ((eJ, II . 11) block 
finitely represented in ((ei), II * II’). Indeed, for any x E X, x = C adp,, let 
supp x = {w: a, # O}. Fixing 11 and i, we have that if w E supp Tn~[r,r+l) and 
w’ E supp Tn~tr+l,l+z) , then w < w’. For w = (k/p*, i) for some i and k with 
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j < k/pZ < j -+ 1 and w’ = (U/p”‘, i’) for some i’ and k’ with j + I + K/p” -: 
j + 2; hence since k/p” < k’/pi’, w < w’. It follows that we may choose disjoint 
blocks bin, ban,... of (~t~,~+i)) so that for each g ED, 
and hence the hypotheses of 1.2 hold. 
It remains to show that j/ I/ is spreading and p-p stretching. Before doing so, 
we wish to make a few comments on the motivation for the definition of T, . 
It is necessary that jl 11 be pi stretching for every positive integer j, in order 
that Ij . 11 be p stretching. Thus for f in D, it is necessary that ~-~ipf(./p~) have 
the same norm asffor all i. The definition of T,g yields the average of “disjoint 
copies” of p@‘~f(./p~) in X, with the order appropriately preserved. A critical 
point here is that iff and g in D satisfy suppf < supp g, then w < w’ for every 
w E supp Tnf and w’ E supp T,g. 
To see that 1) . 11 is spreading, let a be a positive integer and f, g, h in D satisfy 
suppf<suppg and suppg(.--a)<supph. To show that l/f+g+hlj = 
11 f + g(. -a) + h 11, it suffices to show that 
II Tn(f + g + 41 = II Tn(f + g(* -4 + 41 for all n. (18) 
Fix n and let A = supp Tn(f + g + h). Assume A # ia, otherwise f = g = 
h = 0. Our assumptions imply that supp Tn(f + h) and supp T,,g are disjoint 
sets; also that supp T,g = {(k/p’, i) : k/pi E supp g and 1 < i < n}. We define 
T: A + W as follows: T(W) = w for all w E supp Tn(f + h). For w = (k/pi, i) E 
supp T,g, T(W) = ((k + upi)lpi, i). Th en 7 is an admissible (i.e., order-preserving) 
map and ++Tn(f + g + h) = T,(f + g(* -u) + h), hence (18) follows. 
Now we verify that 11 . [I is p-p stretching. Let f, g, h in D satisfy supp f < 
supp g and supp g(./p) < supp h. 
To show that jl f + g + h 11 = II f + p-‘l”g(./p) + h 11, it suffices to show that 
I II Tdf + g + h>ll - II T,(f + p-““g(*/p) + h)ll I < n-1’p2Kllg lib for all 71. 
Now fix n. This time we let A = supp T,(f + p--llpg(./p) + h) and define 
T: A + W by T(U) = a for all a E supp T,(f + h). For a = (k/pi, i) E supp 
T,g(./p), let T(U) = (k/#+l, i + 1). 
Let us verify in detail that Q- is admissible. Let a < a’, a, a’ in A. If both a 
and a’ are in supp T,(f + h), then T(U) = a < T(u’) = a’. If a E supp T,f 
and a’ E supp T,g( ./p), then the first coordinate of a is in supp f and the first 
coordinate of ~(a’) iS in supp g, hence a = T(U) < T(u’). Similarly if a E supp 
T,g(./p) and a’ E supp T,h, since supp g < supp h, we obtain T(u) < T(U’). 
Finally, suppose a = (k/pi, i) and a’ = (k’/pi’, i’) are both in supp T,g(./p). 
If k/pi < p’/pi’, also l/p k/p” < (l/p)(k’/p”‘), so T(U) < ~(a’). If k/p” = k’lpi’, then 
necessarily i < i’; hence also k/p i+1 = k’/pi’+l and i f 1 < i’ f 1, so T(U) < T(U’). 
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Since r is admissible, we have that 
Of course 7#Tn(f + h) = T,(f + h); t o obtain (19), it suffices to show that 
II Tn(f+ g + 4 - +v?u+ Ppd./P> + Wll 
= II Trig - ~#Tnp-“pg(~/p>ll d ~4’~2K II g llrp . (20) 
The equality is trivial. Now for each i, let Pi = {k: K E N and K/p” E supp g}. 
Then 
T,&‘l”g(-/p)) = n-l/P i p-‘i+l”p c g (+) eklDiBi 
i=l k-i+1 
Hence 
= n-l/P 2’ p+lP C g (-5) ek,Di-l,i-l . 
i=2 kEFi p’ 
T#Tnp-llpg(-/p) = n-lip af p-i/p c g (-$-) ekiDi,$ 
i=2 keF, 
and 
T,,g = n-lfp 
(21) 
(22) 
Finally; (21), (22), and (16) imply (20), completing the proof. 
Proof o  2.3(b). One possible method of attack is to obtain a p-Al stretching 
norm 11 . I/’ as in (a), then repeat the procedure of (a) on )I .I]’ to obtain a p-/l 
stretching norm 11 . /I. However, we have not attempted to verify that the new 
norm II . // will still be p-ol stretching. We prefer to proceed in one step; the 
proof is practically the same as in (a), except that one more dimension needs 
to be added. 
This time we let W = Q+ x N x N endowed with the lexicographic order. 
For a in W, let ui denote the ith coordinate of a, for 1 < i < 3. Again let I/ . /I 
denote the norm induced on X = linear span {ew : w E W) by /( . [I’. We may 
still assume a K < CC so that (16) holds. 
Fix n a positive integer and define a map T, : D + X by 
T,g = n--2/P (23) 
for all g E D. 
Let % be a free ultrafilter on the positive integers and let jj . /I be defined on D 
by II g II = lh+,,,,~ II Tag II for all g E D. 
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Using (16), it follows as before that I/ I/ is a lattice norm with ((e,), 11 ‘~) 
block finitely represented in ((e,), 11 . [I’). 
Let us verify that 1) .)I is spreading. Fix 71 and Q positive integers and f, g, h 
in D with supp f < supp g and supp g(. -a) < supp h. Let A = supp 
T,(f + g + h) and define T: A + W by 
T(W) = w if w E supp T,(f + k); 
T(W) = (k ~z;;ip’ ) i, j) if w= 
( 
k 
qqj? ,i, j 1 ESUPP Tag. 
We then verify that 7 is admissible and 7#Tn(f+ g + h) = T,(f+g(.-a) + h), 
hence II Ta(f + g + h)ll = II T,(f + g(. -4 + h)ll, so II . II on D is spreading. 
To see that T is admissible, let a, < ua, a, , ua E A. Now if al1 < uar, it’s 
obvious that (7~~)’ < (7~~)~ except possibly in the case where 
a, E supp T,,g and u2 E supp T,,h. 
But then (rui)’ E supp g(. -a) and us1 = (~a~)~ E supp h, hence (G-Q < (~a# 
in this case also. 
If u,l = ual, then either ~(a$) = ui , i = 1, 2 or a, and ua both belong to supp 
T,g; hence we also have (~a# = (~a#. But then ~a, < 7u2 by the definition 
of the lexicographic order. 
Since for any fixed i and j, (K/&/3) E supp g iff k/d/Y + a E supp g(* -a), 
it follows that +T,g = T,g(. -a), whence 7*Tn(f + g + h) = TJ + 
@T,,g + T,$ = Tn(f + g(. -4 + 4. 
We now verify that 11 *11 is p-or stretching. Again fix n and f, g, h in D with 
supp f < supp g and g( ./a) < supp h. Just as before, we shall show that 
I II T,(f + g + W - II T&f + ~-“‘a(*/4 + 4ll I < 2K II g ll,/+‘~ (24) 
Let A = supp T,(f + a-ll”g(*/a) + h) and define T: A + W by 
T(U) = a if a E supp T,(f + h); 
T(U) = (k/d+l/Y, i + 1, j) 
if a = (k/d/P, i, j) E supp T,p-‘l”g(./m) = supp T,g(./ar). Then 7 is admissible: 
Indeed, suppose a, , a, E A with a, < a, . 
If al1 < uzl, then (~a$ < (~a~)~ is evident except possibly in the case where 
a, E supp T,f and ua E supp T,g(*/or). But then uil = (~a~)' E supp f and 
(~a~)~ E suppg, hence (7ul)l < (7u2)l in this case also. 
If a,] = a, l then either T(UJ = a, , i = 1, 2 or a, and ua both belong to supp , 
T,g(./oc) and hence (7ul)l = u,l/a = (&l. If uia < u2a, then (~a~)2 = 
%z + 1 < u22 + 1 = (TU~)~, hence 7u1 < 7u2 . Finally if q2 = u22, also 
(~11~)~ = (TU~)~ and hence ui3 = (7~1~)~ < u23 = (~a,)~, so TUT < 'a2 . 
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Now to verify (24), it suffices to show, as before, that 
II Trig - ~~Tn~-“pg(~/411 f 2K II g ll,/~““~ 
For each i and j, let Fii = {k: K E N and (K/c&p) E supp g>. Then 
(25) 
Td+‘%(-l4 =n-2’P <El 3$1 ~-(i+l)/PP’P keg 
*+I, 
g (&) ek,ai8i,t,j . 
Hence 
T+Tnw-llPg(./a) = n-z/P y f cN”/3--j’P C g (-&) ek,.~e~,i,f (26) 
id j=l kEFtj 
and 
Then (25) follows from (26), (27), and (16). 
The proof that 1) - 1) is p-/l stretching is almost the same; for R fixed andf, g, h 
satisfying supp f < supp g and supp g( ./p) < supp h, we set A = supp T,(f + 
b-llpg(-//I) + h) and then define T: A -+ W by 
7a = a if a E supp T,(f + h); 
( k 7a = -,i,j+ 1 qg3+1 ) if a = (-$ , i, j) E supp T,,/J-l’“g ($)a 
We then verify the admissability of 7 and (24) (with “01” replaced by “8”) 
exactly as before. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark. For an explicit description of the block representability of Ip in 
(D, I\ - II’) which may be obtained from this proof, see Remark 4 following 
Theorem 3.4 in the next section. 
3. BLOCK FINITE REPRESENTABILITY OF ZP IN ARBITRARY SEQUENCES 
We have need of the following basic result, implicit in the work of Johnson [7] 
and explicitly given in the work of Maurey and Pisier [lo, 111: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 11 . Ij be a lattice norm in D. Then either c, is block 
jnitely represented in some permutation e,(,) of (ei) with respect to 11 . [I or there 
exists an 1 < Y < 00 so that 
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there is a c < 03 such that for any m and d&jointly supported 
functions fi ,..., fm in D, 
c / Ifi /I 2 (E lifi lipjl”. 
C-28) 
For an elegant direct proof, see the argument for Theoreme II.1 of [8]. The 
assertion that c, is block finitely represented in some permutation of (ei) simply 
means that for all n and C, there exist n disjointly supported functions g, ,..., g, 
in D with (gr ,..., gn) (1 + c)-equivalent to the usual I,” basis. We do not know 
if this implies the stronger assertion that c,, is block finitely represented in (eJ 
itself; that is, if the gl’s may be chosen with supp g, < supp gi+, for all 
l,<i<n-I. 
For the remainder, we shall assume that our lattice norms on D satisfy (28) for 
some 1 < r < co. 
We shall see that the general case involves modifications and extensions of 
the arguments for Theorem 2.3. Before dealing with the general case, however, 
we present a quick application of the proof of Theorem 2.3(b). 
We require the dual formulation of (28); that is, let 1 < s < co; we consider 
norms 1) . I/ on D satisfying 
there is a d < co so that for any m and disjointly supported 
functions fi ,..., fm in D, 
Our course any norm 11 . Ij satisfies (29) with s = 1; it is known that a lattice 
norm 11 *11 satisfies (29) for some 1 < s < co if and only if P is not finitely 
represented in (D, II . II); see [7, 131. 
Let W be the ordered set defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3(b) and X the 
linear span of {e w : w E w>. Fix 01 and /I relatively prime integers and for each 
positive integer n define the linear map U, : D --f X by 
u?lg = f 
id=1 
for all g E D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let jl . 11’ be a lattice spreading norm on D and 1 <p < co; 
assume there are positive constanti a and b so that 
anllp G II XL+~) II’ < zdp for all n. (30) 
Assume moreover that there are 1 < r, s < co with r < 2s so that (28) and (29) 
hold. Let 11 *)I denote the norm on X induced by )! . I/‘. 
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Then lim,,, 6, II Ung II = Ilg Ilu for all g E D, where S, = II unxru) 11-l for 
all n. In particular P is block finitely represented in ((e,) jl . II’). 
Proof. II lJ,e, IIS, = 1 for all i and n and moreover II CF=, ciU,&,, j] > 
max I ci I for all n, k, and scalars cr ,..., ck . It follows that given any subsequence 
ml s m2 ,... of N, there exists a subsequence n, , ns ,... of mr , ma ,... so that for all 
g E D, 6,$ II lJ,*g 11 converges as i tends to infinity to a number denoted Ij g 11. 
I] . Ij is then a well-defined lattice norm on D. We shall show that jl . II is the 
P-norm, which proves Theorem 3.2 by an obvious compactness argument. 
Evidently /I x[r,s) 11 = 1. By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that 11 . 11 is 
spreading and p-al and p-/3 stretching. The proof of Theorem 2.3(b) yields 
immediately that Ij ’ 11 is spreading. 
Now fix n and 1 < i, j < n; also fix I a positive integer and put g = ~[~,~+r) . 
Then 
It thus follows from (30) that 
while (28) yields in addition that 
S;l > ac-W*. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3(b) now yields that for p = 01 or p 
satisfying supp f < supp g and supp g(*/p) < supp h, that 
= : p andf, h in D 
(31) 
(32) 
1 I/ s,u,(f +g + h)jl - II S,U,(f + p-l’pg(l/p) + WI I G 2a-‘bcdn-“‘n1’“, (33) 
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity, thus showing that 11 . I/ isp-p stretching, 
by our observations preceding (7). For example, for p = OL the analogs of (26) 
and (27) show that the left side of (33) is dominated by 
< 2S,dbn11” by (29) and (31) 
< 2a-lbcdn-2Wls by (32). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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Remarks. 1. We shall see later that I” is block finitely represented in 
((e,), 11 . II’) assuming only (30) and (28) for some 1 < r < co. 
2. The hypotheses are trivially satisfied if Ij . 11’ is equivalent to the L”- 
norm. Thus, no subsequences or ultrafilters need really be used in the proof 
of 2.3(b) if one replaces n-a/p by 6, in the definition of T, . 
3. Suppose (30) holds and (28) holds for Y = 2. Then if 1’ is not block 
finitely represented in some permutation of ((e,), j/ * /I’), (29) holds for some 
s > 1 as mentioned before. Hence 2 = r < 2s so the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 
is valid. In particular, if (30) holds and (D, II . 11’) is isomorphic to a rejexive 
subspace of L1, then the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds. 
4. Theorem 3.2 yields the representability of ZP in (D, /I . ii’) for 11 . j/’ 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, in quite an explicit manner. Fix a 
positive integer 71, let nz, = C;,+, c@‘, F,, = {(k/+P, i,j) : &P < k < 243j, 
k a positive integer}, F, = uF,j=, Fij , and y: F,, 3 [l, m,] the unique one-one 
order preserving map (where F,, is endowed with the lexicographic order). 
Define x, = xF,+, (o~~p)-~/J’ CfsF,, e,(f) and yla = 4ll x, Il. (II x, II = a-‘, 
of course.) Finally, put bCn = yn(. - (Z- l)m,) for I = 1,2,.... (Thus supp bl” = 
[(1 - 1) m, + 1, Zm,) for all 1.) 
Then Theorem 3.2 yields that 
and scalars cr ,..., ck . 
If (ej) is exchangeable in the norm 11 . 11’ (i.e., ( e, is an isometrically symmetric ) 
basis in /I . II’), the use of the ordered set F,, and map y is unneccessary. One 
simply chooses a family {Gi, : 1 < i, j < n} of subsets of [I, m,] with card 
Gij = a$? and Gtj n G,pi, = 0 for all (i, j) and (i’, j’) # (i, 1). Then one 
sets x, = xEj=, (c&V)-~/~ Clcc,, e, and defines yn and the bin’s as above. 
We shall have no further use of the technique of Theorem 2.3(b) in the sequel. 
Indeed, once it is established that a sequence equivalent to the usual ZP-basis 
is block finitely represented in some sequence (b,), Zp is itself block finitely 
represented in (bj) by Theorem 2.3 and the transitivity of block representability. 
We shall apply the technique of Theorem 2.3(a) to obtain sequences equivalent 
to the usual ZP-basis, block finitely represented in certain sequences (bj). 
We come now to our main result. The theorem stated in the abstract is an 
immediate consequence in view of the results of Section 1 and Proposition 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let /I . 11’ be a lattice spreading norm on D satisfying (28) for a 
certain 1 < r < CO; i.e., such that I+, is not bZock$nitely represented in some per- 
mutation of ((e,), 11 . II’). 
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For each positive integer n define s, by 
11 x[~,~+~) II’ = rPSn ( i.e., s, = log n i 1% II Xh.n+1) II’ * 
Let (Y == h,,, s, , /3 = GE,,, s, . Then 1~ is block $nitely represented in 
((e,), /I . 11’) for every p such that OL < p < 8. 
Remark. 1 < 01 < ,!I < r. 
Question. Does the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 hold without the assumption 
that c, is not finitely represented in (D, II II’) ? 
To obtain Theorem 3.3 we have need of two technical results. The first one 
is essentially an interpretation of the proof of Theorem 2.3a. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p > 1 be a fixed integer, 1 < r < co, 1 <p < co, and 
11 . 11’ a lattice spreading norm on D satisfying (28) for r. For each j put X(j) = 
II x[~,J+~) /j’. Then Zr is blockfinitely representedin ((eJ, 11 . 11’) provided thefollowing 
hold: 
There exists an increasing sequence n, , n2 ,... of positive integers and a sequence 
(p,) of real numbers so that setting x~,~ = (p--jlG( j))’ 
(4 \iz Pi = P, 
lb) kz 2 xj,i = 03, and 
3=1 
Proof. Let W and X be an in the proof of Theorem 2.3(a) and II . II the 
norm on X induced by I[ . II’. For each positive integer n and positive real q, 
define a map S,q : D -+ X and a number b,,, by 
Snqg = El p-jiq Tg (3) eblpfsj for all g E D 
and 
b 7a.q = II snqxr1,2) IL (35) 
Now set T,,, = &q/b,,, for all n and q. 
Fix @ a free ultrafilter on the integers; it is then easily seen that we may define 
a norm Ij * I/ on D with ((e,), /I * 11) block finitely represented in ((e,), II - II’) by 
for all g E D. (36) 
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It also follows (without using any of (a)-(c)) that I/ 11 is a lattice spreading 
norm. 
In view of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 and Proposition 1 .l, it suffices to show that 
jl . /j is p-p stretching in order to complete the proof. 
Let p be a positive integer, and f, h in D satisfy supp f < supp g and supp 
g(./p) < SUPP k where g = xm+l) . 
Now fix i and set n = n, and q = pi. Then the proof of Theorem 2.3(a) 
shows that 
I II Tna(f + S + h)il - It T,*(f + P+‘“daiP) + h)ll I 
< PF'""'~b + 1) / p-‘bgx(1) . 
n,a n.a 
(37) 
Indeed, we let A = supp T,*(f + p+Qg( ./p) + h) and define T: A - W just 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.3(a) (where “p” of Theorem 2.3(a) = q here). 
7 is admissible as before and the left side of (37) is dominated by 
ij T,,Qg - T+TnQp-l/Qg(./p)jl. (38) 
As before, we obtain, defining Fi as after (20), that 
7#Tn$-1’ng (i) = b,rq nf pmila c g (3) eklpj,j 
1=2 kcF, 
and 
Hence (38) is dominated by 
bnta [!I P-(n+l)'Q 2 k' (+) ek,‘$‘+l.n+lj~ + 11 b+” c g (+j ek/r.-,l!i]l 
kEFn+, kEF, 
which is precisely the right side of the inequality in (37). Now it follows from 
(28) that 
b,,, > c-1 i (,&/ah(j))’ l’?. 
j-1 ! 
We thus obtain from (a), (b), and (c) that the terms of the right side of the 
inequality of (37) tend to zero as i tends to infinity. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that 
(39) 
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To see this, note that I[ Tn*x[l,l+l) Ij = 1 and hence [I Z’~*X[~~,~~+~) 11 = 
11 T,*g( ./p)ll < p for any n and 4. Thus 
I II c$f+ P-1’““g(+) + 411 - II cyf+ P”g(./f> + h II I 
< 11 T,“:(p-1’“’ - p-““)g(*/p)II < ( psd - p-l’= 1 p, 
which tends to zero as i tends to infinity by (a), thus proving (39). 
The next technical result is elementary. It constitutes a sort of converse to the 
fact that if a sequence (xj) of positive numbers tends to infinity rapidly enough, 
then Cy=, xi = 0(x,+,). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (xi) be a sequence of positive numbers. 
(a) If b,, xi/j < 1, then 
E x;:, i xi = co. 
j=l 
(b) Let k be apositive integer. If lim,+m xj’/’ <2l/“, then fi,,wm~& Cy=,xj 2 
k/2 (in fact x& x,“=, xi 3 k[2 for in$niteZy many integers n). 
Proof. Evidently (b) 3 (a) so we prove (b). Suppose that for all 1 there 
exists an s>l and an n>s+k with x,<2min{xj:s<j<s+k}. Then 
the last line of Lemma 3.5 holds. Indeed, for such n we have 
If this does not happen, then there exists a number 1 so that 
foralls~Zandalln>s+k,x,>2min{xj:s~j<s+k}. (40) 
For i = 1, 2,..., letji be chosen with I + k(i - 1) < ji < I + ki so that 
X 31 = min{xi: Z + k(i - 1) < j < Z + ki}. (41) 
It follows from (40) that xii+, > 2Xji for all i, hence 
x. > p-lx. 3, 31 for all i. (42) 
Now let j be given large; choose i a positive integer so that 
k(i - l)+Z<j<ki+Z (43) 
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and assume j is so large that 2”-lxjl > 1 (and hence xi, and xj are both larger 
than 1). Then 
&I > X;(h+z) 
3 by (41) and (43) 
>, ~(i-l)l(lc~+Z)x~l(lci+2) 
31 by (42). 
Hence l&-co x:/i > lim,,, 2(z-l)/(kz+l)X:~(ki+z) = 21/k, completing the proof of 
the lemma. 
We pass fmally to the 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let cx < p < /3. We shall show that the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled for p = 2. (In fact any p would do.) We first note that 
log 2” or=lirn----- and 
z= log h(n) 
p=i-&25E 
n-tm log A(n) 
(44 
where X(n) is defined in Lemma 3.4. (That is, to compute 01 and j$ it is enough 
to consider 1~‘s of the form 2j.) 
Indeed, let m be an integer larger than one and choose n so that 
2” < m < 2”4. (45) 
Now 
h(n + 1) = II Xp,2"+1, + x[2"+1.2"+'+1) II' 
G II x [1,2"+1) II' + II X[2"+1*2"+1+1) II' = 244 
since I] * I/’ is spreading. Hence 
Thus 
h(n) < II Xkm+1) II’ G we 
log 2” log m 
1% 2 + log w G log II Xh.m+1) II’ = sm G 
log 2 + log 2n 
log A(n) * 
It follows that if 71 = n(m) is defined by (49, then since log h(n) + 03, and 
B < a, 
lim s, 
tn-tm - (log 2-/log h(n)) = 0, 
which proves (44). 
Now let qn = log 2”/log h(n) for all n, thus 
2 +a& = A(n) for all n. (46) 
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We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. 1 /p 6 1 /qj for infinitely many j. We may then apply Lemma 3.4 
with pi =p for all i. We set xi = (2-j/pX( j))V = 2ir((ll*+(llp)), by (46). Then 
Em. xlliT = lim,,, -3-m 5 2(1Mj)--(ll*) = 2(1P--(llP) < 1. Hence by Lemma M(a), 
there exists an increasing sequence (ni) of positive integers with 
But since xj >, 1 for infinitely many j’s by our basic “case 1” assumption, 
!irn?s= co. 
t*m j-1 
This shows that (a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled. 
Case 2. I/q, < 1 /p for all but finitely many j. It then follows that 
p=lGmqj=“. (47) 
Now fix a positive integer i, suppose nipI has been chosen if i > 1 and choose 
mi so that 
(l/P) - WY) < w?m, -=c l/P. (48) 
It then follows from our “case 2” assumption and (47) that 
there must be infinitely many integersj with l/qm, < l/pi < l/p. (49) 
Now set pi = pm, and let xi = (2-jW(j))’ = 2rj((1/‘J+-(1/*i)) for all j. (; is 
still fixed; of course, xj depends on i.) It then follows from (49) that 
l$$Xj=CO* (50) 
3-1 
Now 
3 #I = lim 2~((l/aj)-(lh)) 
I-+- 
< g pl/a,M/z4 
= 2r((1/P)-(l/s‘)) 
< 2T.hlir) = 2lli, 
by (40 
Thus by (50) and Lemma 3.5(b) we may choose an ni > tlimI so that 
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and 
It follows that the sequences (n,) and (pJ thus defined satisfy (a), (b), and (c) 
of Lemma 3.4, thus completing the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Remark. Let f and g be in D. Let us say that f and g have the same ordered 
distribution if there exists a one-one onto order- and Lebesgue-measure- 
preserving map 7: supp f + suppg so that g(Tx) = f (x) for all x E supp f. 
(Of course this simply means that if ;r < i, < ... < i,, are such that f = 
CE, c,ei, with ci # 0 all i then there are kl < k, < ... < k, with g = CL, c9e5, .) 
We also say that f and g have the same distribution if Q- can be chosen satisfying 
the above, with “order-preserving” omitted.) Now let jl . /I’ be a lattice spreading 
norm on D. Then ] jf I]’ = // g 11’ provided f and g have the same ordered distribu- 
tion. The proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.2 together with a routine compactness 
argument show that 
ifc,, is not block$niteZy represented in somepermutation of ((e,), 11 . II’), 
then there exists a 1 \cp < CO so that for all n and E there exist 
disjoint blocks bin, . . . , b,” of (e,) having the same ordered distribution, 
such that (bl”,..., b,“) is 1 + c-equivalent in 11 . 11’ to the usual 
&“-basis. 
(4 
This is related to an interesting theorem of Altshuler [I]. Let (xz) be an 
exchangeable (i.e., isometrically symmetric) basis for a Banach space X with 
biorthogonal functionals (fi), and let j] . 11 ((resp. ]I . ]I*) be the norm on D 
induced by (xi) (resp. ]I . ]I*). Then jl . /I and I/ . /I* are both lattice rearrangement 
invariant norms; i.e., j] f I/ = I] g I] if f and g have the same distribution. Now 
fix y nonzero in D and let yi , ya ,... be disjointly supported functions in D 
with dist y = dist yi for all i. Then Altshuler’s result asserts that if for every 
such y, (yJ is equivalent to (e,) in both norms I] . /j and // . /I*, then I/ . // is equi- 
valent to the L” norm for some 1 < p < co; phrased another way, (xJ is equi- 
valent to the usual c,, or P basis for some 1 <p < co. Now the “soft” part of 
his argument shows that under these assumptions, there exists a K such that 
every such (y,) with lj y /I = 1 is K-equivalent in I] . I] to (e,). (This is rather 
transparant if one observes that the assumptions are equivalent to the statement 
that if C aixi and 1 b,xi converge, then CiSj a,bix,(i,j) converges, where 7: 
N X N-t Nis a fixed bijection, with a similar statement holding for (fi).) Thus 
if ca is not finitely represented in one of the spaces (D /I . 11) or (D, Ij . I/*), 
Altshuler’s result follows from (A). 
Despite the appearance of infinite sequences, ultrafilters, etc., in the proofs 
and statements of the results so far, all the theorems are really finite-dimensional 
and can be proved by purely “finitistic” methods. Rather than going into these 
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methods, we content ourselves with the finite-dimensional equivalent formulation 
of the result stated in the abstract, and the usual rather uninformative compact- 
ness proof (which of course uses infinitary methods). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let k, 6, and E be given. Then there is an n so that for any n 
vectors (bj) in a Banach space satisfying [j bi /j < 1 and 11 CIz, cibi Ij 3 6 sup j c, I 
for all scalars c1 ,..., c, there exist a 1 < p < 00 and k vectors xl ,..., xR with 
(Xl 7.S.) xk) 1 + c-equivalent to the usual &“-basis, so that x1 ,..., xle are disjoint 
blocks of the sequence (b, ,..., b,) if p < co (resp. of some permutation of (b, ,..., 6,) 
if p = co). 
Proof. Suppose not. Then for each n choose (bin,..., b,n) in a Banach space 
B, satisfying the hypothesis but not the conclusion of 3.6. Let 4’/ be a free ultra- 
filter on the integers and define /I . /I on D by 
for all k and scalars cr ,..., ck . Then 11 jl is a norm on D, hence either c,, is block 
finitely represented in some permutation of ((e,), II .II) or there exists a 1 <p < co 
such that 12, is block finitely represented in ((e,), 11 . II). In the second case there 
exist k disjoint blocks xi ,..., xk of (e,) with (xJ~~i (1 + (e/2))-equivalent to the 
usual &P-basis. But this implies that there exist an n and z1 ,..., x;, disjoint 
blocks of bin ,..., bnn with (%i ,..., G%$J (1 + c)-equivalent to the usual P-basis. 
The same is true of the first case, except that pi ,..., & will be disjoint blocks 
of some permutation of bI”,..., b,“. This contradiction completes the argument. 
We give finally a kind of infinite-dimensional application of Theorem 3.3. 
It is a consequence of our main result, known characterizations of 11, and standard 
infinitary methods. Let us call a sequence (yj) in a linear space nontrivial if its 
linear span is infinite dimensional. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let B be an in..nite-dimensional Banach space. Then there 
exists an infinite-dimensional subspace Y satisfying one of the following possibilities: 
(i) There is a I < p < co so that lp is block finitely represented in every 
nontrivial sequence (y,) in Y. 
(ii) cO is block finitely represented in a permutation of every nontrivial 
sequence (y,) in Y. 
Proof. If B contains a subspace isomorphic to I1 we are through. Now 
suppose this does not happen. Then every bounded sequence in B has a weak- 
Cauchy subsequence [12]. This implies that for every nontrivial sequence 
(y3) there exists a normalized weakly null sequence (a?) consisting of disjoint 
blocks of (yJ. By standard results, (ai) in turn contains a basic subsequence 
(see [9] for the definition and this fact). Let Y denote the family of all normalized 
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weakly null basic sequences in B. Order 9’ by: for sr , sa in 9’; sr < ss if 
sr = (x,J, and there is an N such that (x,)&. consists of disjoint blocks of sa . 
(It is easily seen that < is an order relation.) It then follows that 
given s, 3 ss 2 ... in Y, there exists an s in Y with s, > s for allj. (51) 
Indeed, letting sj = (x~~)~=r , choose numbers Nr , N2 ,... so that (x&+‘)~=~,+, 
consists of disjoint blocks of (x,~)Z=~,+~ for i = 1, 2,.... It follows that the 
sequence (XL,) is basic and hence nontrivial and (A$,,) < sk for all k. However, 
($i,) may not be weakly null. We now simply choose a normalized weakly null 
sequence (~~‘3) consisting of disjoint blocks of (XL,); then s = (y?) has the 
desired properties. 
For each s E 9, let K, = (1 < p < co : IP is block finitely represented in s>. 
Then KS is a closed subset of [I, CO). 
If sr < sa in 9, then K,, C KS2 . (52) 
Now if K, = .@ for some s E 9, then letting Y = [x3], where (x~) = s, Y 
satisfies (ii). Indeed, if (ri) is a nontrivial sequence in Y, there exists a sequence 
S in 9’ with s < s and a sequence (z+) of disjoint blocks of (ri) with (z~) equi- 
valent to 3. But then K(Q = K,- C K, , hence Kc,,, = ,@. By Theorem 3.3 
and the results of Section 1, this implies that c,, is block finitely represented in 
some permutation of (zj) and hence in some permutation of (rj). 
Now suppose K, # o for all s in 9’. Then we assert that 
There exists an s in Y with Kf = K, for all S in 9’ with S < s. (53) 
Indeed, if not, using (51) and (52), we could choose a transfinite sequence 
(&<cu, of elements of Y (wl denotes the first uncountable ordinal) with 
Ksfl 2 KS, for all 01 < /3 < wr . But this is impossible in view of the fact that 
[l, 03) is a separable metric space. 
It now follows just as in the argument yielding (ii) that if Y = [Xi] with 
(xJ = s satisfying (53), then (i) holds for any p E K, . 
Question. Let 1 <p < 01). Let us say that an infinite-dimensional Banach 
space Y is a K, space if it satisfies (i) if 1 < p < co or (ii) if p = co. Evidently 
Corollary 3.5 asserts that every infinite-dimensional space contains a K, space 
for some 1 < p < co. If Y is a K, space, is Y a non-K, space for every 4 # p ? 
Corollary 3.7 and obvious considerations show that any infinite-dimensional 
space B contains a subspace Y so that 
K(Y) g { 1 < p < oo: Y is a K,-space} 
is a nonempty compact subset of [l, co] ( en d owed with the one-point compacti- 
fication topology). Our proof of Corollary 3.7 shows that for any such B, there 
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exists an infinite-dimensional Y C B so that ,D # K(Y) = K(Z) for all infinite- 
dimensional 2 C Y, so that moreover if Y is not isomorphic to P, there exists a 
normalized weakly null sequence (y,J in Y so that K(Y) = {I < p < CO : P 
is block finitely represented in (y,J if p < a~ or c,, is block finitely represented 
in some permutation of (yJ if p = c9>. 
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